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Languages accepted by alternating auxiliary pushdown automata using 
simultaneously a(n) alternations and s(n) space are shown to be members of the 
class of languages accepted by nondeterministic Turing machines using a(n) 2 C'~"~ 
space for some c > 0. This result is used to show that the hierarchy of classes of 
languages accepted by pushdown automata based on the number of alternations 
collapses at the second level of the hierarchy. The power of alternation bounded 
pushdown automata without auxiliary storage is also investigated. © 1984 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we investigate the effect of bounding the amount of alter- 
nation in alternating auxiliary pushdown automata which were introduced 
and studied in our previous paper (Ladner, Lipton, and Stockmeyer, 1984). 
Both pushdown automata and alternating automata are established impor- 
tant models of computation for many reasons including the fact that they 
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provide alternative characterizations of standard time and space com- 
plexity classes. For example, for s(n) >llog n, ALT-SPACE(s(n)) = AUX- 
PDA(s(n))= U DTIME(2 cs(n)) (Cook, 1971; Chandra, Kozen, and 
Stockmeyer, 1981) and ALT-AUX-PDA(s(n))= U DTIME(22"~°~) (Ladner, 
Liption, and Stockmeyer, 1984), where the unions are taken over all c > 0. 
(The classes ALT-SPACE(s(n)), AUX-PDA(s(n)), and ALT-AUX- 
PDA(s(n)) are the classes of languages accepted in storage bounded by s(n) 
by alternating Turing machines, auxiliary pushdown automata, and alter- 
nating auxiliary pushdown automata, respectively.) Because some concrete 
problems are more amenable to analysis in the framework of the alter- 
native characterizations, these characterizations are powerful tools in the 
study of the time and space complexity of computational problems. 
The effect of bounding the amount of alternation in an alternating 
automaton has been investigated, at least implicitly, since the invention 
of the polynomial-time hierarchy (Stockmeyer, 1977). Borodin's result 
that ALT-SPACE(a(n), s(n)) c_ DSPACE(a(n) s(n) + s(n) 2) (cf. Chandra, 
Kozen, and Stockmeyer, 1981) demonstrates that the interaction between 
the resources of alternation and space can be intriguing. (The class ALT- 
SPACE(a(n), s(n)) is the class of languages accepted by an alternating Tur- 
ing machine simultaneously in space bounded by s(n) and number of alter- 
nations bounded by a(n).) Hopefully, our results demonstrate that 
bounding the amount of alternation i  auxiliary pushdown automata lso 
has interesting consequences. 
2. THE RESULTS 
The class of languages accepted by alternating auxiliary pushdown 
automata with simultaneously the number of alternations bounded by 
a(n) and auxiliary storage bounded by s(n) is denoted by ALT-AUX- 
PDA(a(n), s(n)). 
THE ALTERNATION BOUNDED AUXILIARY PDA THEOREM. I f  s(n) >~ log n 
then 
ALT-AUX-PDA(a(n), s(n)) _c U NSPACE(a(n) 2c'(")). 
By a Zk-automaton (Hk-automaton) we mean an alternating automaton 
which begins in an existential (universal) state and makes less than k alter- 
nations along any computation path. A nondeterministic automaton is 
simply a Sl-automaton. The following theorem summarizes the results for 
alternating pushdown automata with a fixed bound on the amount of alter- 
nation. 
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THE AUXILIARY PDA HIERARCHY THEOREM. If s(n) >~log n then 
Z1-AUX-PDA(s(n))~ = 
(a) /71.AUX_PDA(s(n) ) ) U DTIME(2cs~")) (Cook, 1971), 
(b) //2-AUX-PDA(s(n))= U c°-NTIME(2Cs~")), 
(c) Sk-AUX-PDA(s(n))= ~ NSPACE(U sl")) ~k~>2. 
The auxiliary PDA hierarchy theorem states that there is no real 
hierarchy above the second level of alternation. At the first level Cook 
proved that nondeterministic and deterministic auxiliary PDAs with 
auxiliary storage bounded by s(n) were equivalent to deterministic Turing 
machines with a time bound exponential in s(n) (C00k, 1971). 
Interestingly, H2-auxiliary PDAs do not seem to accept he complements of 
the languages accepted by Z2-auxiliary PDAs. This is because a S2- 
auxiliary PDA can better utilize its pushdown store than can a H2- 
auxiliary PDA. A Z'2-auxiliary PDA can potentially accept an input by 
existentially pushing an arbitrary number of symbols onto the pushdown 
store before switching to a universal state. A H2-auxiliary PDA cannot 
accept any input if it universally pushes more than an exponential in s(n) 
symbols onto the pushdown store. This is because, if the H2-auxiliary PDA 
universally pushes more than an exponential in s(n) symbols then it must 
be cycling in universal configurations and, thus, can never accept. 
Define ALT-PDA(a(n)) to be the class of languages accepted by alter- 
nating two-way pushdown automata without auxiliary storage which alter- 
nate fewer than a(n) times on inputs of length n. The class Sk-PDA (Hk- 
PDA) is the class of languages accepted by alternating two-way pushdown 
automata without auxiliary storage which alternate fewer than k times and 
whose initial state is existential (universal). A careful examination of the 
proof of the alternation bounded auxiliary PDA theorem yields a 
relationship between alternating PDAs and both deterministic and non- 
deterministic Turing machine space, which is summarized in the following 
theorem. 
THE ALTERNATION BOUNDED PDA THEOREM. 
(i) ALT-PDA(a(n))~NSPACE(a(n) 2), 
(ii) ALT-PDA(a(n))_DSPACE(a(n) 2 n2). 
Notice that (ii) is a better esult han could be achieved by simply apply- 
ing Savitch's theorem to (i). 
The situation for alternating PDAs with a bounded number of alter- 
nations is more complicated than for alternating auxiliary PDAs with at 
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least logarithmic auxiliary storage. What we know is summarized in the 
following theorem. 
THE PDA HIERARCHY THEOREM 
S1-PDA] p 
(a) /_/I_PDA ~ _~ DTIME(n ) for some p (Cook, 1971), 
(b) co-NTIME(n) ~_//2-PDA _c co.NTIME(n p) for some p, 
(c) NSPACE(n) _ Sk-PDA _ DSPACE(n 2) tf k >/2. 
The exact value of the exponent p in (a) and (b) depends on the par- 
ticular model of computation chosen. The containment co-NTIME(n)~_ 
//2-PDA in (b) holds for the standard nondeterministic multitape Turing 
machine model. We do not know if Z'k-PDA or//k-PDA can be charac- 
terized exactly in terms of standard Turing machine complexity classes for 
any k. 
3. ALTERNATING AUXILIARY PUSHDOWN AUTOMATA 
The definition we adopt for an alternating auxiliary pushdown 
automaton is similar to the one we used in our previous paper but with 
some modifications to make our proofs easier. Formally, an alternating 
auxiliary pushdown automaton is an object of the form 
m=(Q,s, U,Z,F,A,z, 6), 
where Q is a finite set of states, sE Q is the start state, U_  Q is the set of 
universal states (Q-  U is the set of existential states), Z is the input 
alphabet (~, $¢Z), F is the auxiliary worktape alphabet (# e F is the 
blank symbol), A is the pushdown store alphabet, z e A is the bottom sym- 
bol on the pushdown store, and 6 is the transition function where 
6: Q x (Xu {¢5, $})xFxA--- ,P(Q x (F -  {# })x {L, R} 2 
x (A w {POP, ALT, BRANCH})). 
The power set operator is indicated by P. The input is read-only and is 
delimited by ~ on the left and $ on the right. Informally, if the machine M 
is in state q scanning a on the input tape and e on the work tape and a on 
the top of the pushdown store, and if (p, t, di, dw, B) belongs to 
6(q, or, ~, a), then the machine can enter state p, write fl on the worktape, 
move the input tape head in direction di, move the work tape head in 
direction dw and can be either (i) pushing B onto the pushdown store, if 
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B~A, (ii) popping the top symbol if B= POP, (iii) alternating, that is, p is 
existential and q is universal or vice versa if B = ALT, or (iv) branching, if 
B = BRANCH. If the machine is pushing, popping, or alternating then it is 
behaving deterministically, that is, if D belongs to the range of 6 and D 
contains more than one member then all the moves in D have the form (p, 
fl, di, dw, BRANCH). We will assume that the machine can always move 
unless the pushdown store is empty, so the machine accepts by "empty 
store." 
It happens that the usual notion of a configuration is not as useful as 
what we call a surface configuration. A surface configuration of M on input 
x is an object of the form (q, i, ~,j, a), where q indicates the current state, i
indicates the input head position, ~ indicates the nonblank contents of the 
auxiliary work tape, j indicates the position of the work tape read head, 
and a indicates the top symbol on the pushdown store. A surface con- 
figuration differs from a configuration i  that it does not includes the com- 
plete contents of the pushdown store, only the top symbol. A surface con- 
figuration is pushing, popping, alternating, or branching corresponding to 
whether the machine would be respectively pushing, popping, alternating, 
or branching in that configuration. In addition, if the surface configuration 
is branching then it is either universal or existential depending on whether 
the current state is universal or existential. We define top((q, i, a,j, a ) )= a. 
The traditional next move relation has four versions corresponding to 
pushing, popping, alternating, and branching. 
(i) u w--~ush v, ifv follows from u in one move of Mon input x, u is a 
pushing surface configuration, and top(u)= a. 
(ii) u ~--pop v, if v follows from u in one move of M on input x, u is a 
popping surface configuration, and top(v)= a. 
(iii) u ~---,lt v, if v follows from u in one move of M on input x and u 
is an alternating surface configuration. 
(iv) u ~-- v, if v follows from u in one move of M on input x and u is 
a branching surface configuration. 
Recall that in cases (i)-(iii) M is behaving deterministically. In all the cases 
except (ii) the right-hand side of the next move relation is well defined 
without difficulty. In case (ii) the surface configuration v is well defined by 
adding the condition top(v)= a. 
The initial configuration of M on input x is (s, 0, 2, 1, z), where 2 denotes 
the empty string. 
A surface computation tree of M on input x is a finite rooted tree whose 
nodes are labeled with surface configurations of M on input x, edges are 
labeled with either (push, a}, (pop, a}, alt, or 2 for aeA, and with the 
properties: 
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(I) For each nonleaf n, 
(a) If n is labeled with a pushing surface configuration u then 
has exactly one child p with label v where u ~__a push ~) for some a. 
Furthermore, the edge from rt to p is labeled (push, a).  
(b) If rc is labeled with a popping surface configuration u then n 
has exactly one child p with label v where u ~--~ v for some a. pop 
Furthermore, the edge from n to p is labeled (pop, a).  
(c) If n is labeled with an alternating surface configuration u then 
n has exactly one child p with lablel v where u ~--a~t v. Further- 
more, the edge from n to p is labeled alt. 
(d) I fn  is labeled with an existential branching configuration u
then n has exactly one child p with label v where u ~--u. 
Furthermore, the edge from 7z to p is labeled 2. 
(e) If n is labeled with a universal branching surface configuration 
u then for each v such that u ~--v there is a child p labeled v 
and the edge from n to p is labeled 2. 
(II) On each path from the root to a leaf, the sequence of edge labels 
traversed can be generated by the following grammar: 
S~2 
S ~ alt 
S~ SS 
S~ (push, a)  S(pop,  a )  for aed .  
(III) All the leaves of the tree are labeled with popping surface con- 
figurations. 
Property (1) expresses the local consistency of the surface computation 
tree. Property (II) expresses the global property of the consistency of the 
contents of the pushdown store. Property (III) is a convenient property 
that simplifies later arguments. The input x is accepted by M if there is a 
surface computation tree whose root is labeled with the initial con- 
figuration of M on input x. Ordinarily, the notions of computation and 
acceptance are defined in terms of full configurations which include the 
contents of the pushdown store. By defining acceptance in terms of surface 
computation trees, we have a usable definition of acceptance and, at the 
same time, avoid proving a straightforward theorem stating the equivalence 
of two notions of acceptance. The language accepted by M, L(M), is the set 
of all inputs accepted by M. 
The alternating auxiliary pushdown automaton M is simultaneoulsy a(n)- 
alternation bounded and s(n)-space bounded if for each x ~ L(M) there is a 
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surface computation tree which witnesses the acceptance of x by M where 
each root to leaf path in the tree has < a(] x ]) instances of alt on the edges 
on the path and where, if (q, i, e,j, a) is the label of a node in the tree then 
I e I ~ s([ x I ). Finally, define ALT-AUX-PDA(a(n), s(n)) to be the class of 
languages accepted by alternating auxiliary pushdown automata which are 
simultaneously a(n)-alternation bounded and s(n)-space bounded. 
4. THE LEVEL, PUSH, AND POP MACHINES 
Let M be an alternating auxiliary pushdown automaton that is 
simultaneously a(n)-alternation bounded and s(n)-space bounded, and let x 
be an input of length n. We assume s(n)>~ log n. In this section we define 
finite automata, LEVELM.x, PUSHM,x and POPM,x, which we call the 
level machine, push machine, and pop machine for M and x, respectively. 
These three machines are convenient ways of describing the behavior of M 
when it is not alternating and become very useful tools in subsequent 
arguments. 
The states of all three machines are surface configurations whose 
auxiliary work tape is bounded in length by s(n). Hence, the machines have 
at most 2 d'~n) states for some d>0.  The most basic of the machines is the 
level machine which we define first. The transitions of the level machine are 
all 2 transitions, that is, no characters are processed uring a transition. 
Informally, we define the transition u ~ v to mean that M on input x can, 
starting in the surface configuration u, reach the surface configuration v 
without popping the top symbol of u and without alternting. The machine 
may push and pop the pushdown store so long as it does not pop the 
original top symbol of u and the pushdown store eventually returns to the 
same level. The relation -~ can be defined in a way similar to the way 
Cook did in his seminal paper on auxiliary pushdown automata (Cook, 
1971). The relation ~ is the closure under the following closure rules: 
(i) u-,u,  
(ii) u~vandv~wimplyu~w,  
(iii) u ~-- v implies u --* v, 
(iv) u~---a andw a y, imp lyu~y.  push V~ V ---> W~ K--po p 
To compute the relation ~ repeatedly attempt o apply rules (i)-(iv) until 
no new relations can be made. The number of new relations that can be 
found is bounded by 2 ads(n) and each attempt can be accomplished in time 
bounded by (2ds(n)) k for some k. Hence, there is a time bound of 2 (2+k)ds(n~. 
The transitions of the push and pop machines include those of the level 
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machine but, unlike the level machine, the push and pop machines can 
process characters, namely, pushdown store characters. 
The Push Machine 
u ~ ~ush V if U ~ V, 
a u ~ push V, if U ~ y, y ~---p,sh W, and w ~ v for some y and w. 
The Pop Machine 
2 U ~ pop /') i f  u ~ v, 
u -~ ~,op V if u --* y, y ~--pop W, and w ~ v for some y and w. 
For both the push and pop machines the transition relation can be 
extended in the usual way to arbitrary strings of pushdown store charcters: 
U~(,~sh v if U -.-.} Tpush w and w ---' apush v" 
U "'* 7pap V if U ~ ~op W and w ~ popa U. 
A surface configuration u is cyclic if the machine M on input x, starting 
in surface configuration u, can run indefinitely without ever popping the 
top symbol of u o.r alternating. Formally, a surface configuration u is cyclic 
if there are strings c~, fl, and ? and surface configurations v and w such that 
v 4~ w, u ~p~s~ v, v--+p~sh W, and w ~u~h V. The requirement hat v # w is 
necessary because, by definition, it is possible that D "~push V yet the 
pushdown automata does not actually move from surface configuration v
to itself in one or more moves. On the other hand, because the pushdown 
store automaton always moves its input read head left or right, if v ~ ~push V
in more than zero moves then there is an intervening surface configuration 
w and strings fl and ? such that v ~ p~ush W, W "+~ush D. Because there are at 
most 2 ~s(") surface configurations u is cyclic whenever there is some v and 
of length >2 "~") such that U--+p,sh V. 
5, THE ALTERNATION BOUNDED AUXILIARY PDA THEOREM 
In this section we prove the alternation bounded auxiliary PDA 
theorem. If s(n) >1. log n then 
ALT-AUX-PDA(a(n) ,  s(n) ) c_ U NSPACE(a(n)  2cs(")). 
Let M= (Q, s, u, 22, F, A, z, 6) be an alternating auxiliary PDA which is 
a(n)-alternation bounded and s(n)-space bounded with s(n)>i log n. Let x 
be an input of length" n. 
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Our goal is to construct a nondeterministic algorithm which is a(n) 2 ~s(")- 
space bounded and accepts x just in case M does. The algorithm we define 
will actually compute a predicate u => U, where u is a surface configuration, 
U is a set of popping surface configurations. Intuitively, u => U means there 
is a surface computat ion whose root is labeled u, whose leaves have labels 
which are members of U. Comput ing this predicate is sufficient for com- 
puting whether or not M accepts x because we can let u be the initial sur- 
face configuration, U be the set of popping surface configurations v with 
top(v) =z.  We will show that u~ U is computable in nondeterministic 
space a(n)2 c~n) for some c. The recursive definition of u=> U uses a 
predicate (v, V )~ (u, U) where u and v are surface configurations and U 
and V are sets of popping configurations. The relation (v, V) ~ (u, U) has 
the intuitive meaning that u -~ ~push v and for each y ~ V if Y b-"apop W then 
there is a surface computat ion tree with root labeled w and leaf labels con- 
tained in U. The relation (v, V) ~ (u, U), where 7 is a string of pushdown 
store characters is defined as the usual extension of (v, V )~a (u, U). Let 
2 ds(n) be an upper bound on the number of distinct surface configurations. 
If 7 is a string of characters then define 7R to be the reversal of V- 




for some v, u --* v and v ~ U or 
for some v, w, 7, and V, 
(i) v ~ w, 
(ii) (v, V )~ (u, U), 
(iii) w ~ V. 
u universal: 
u is not cyclic and 
for all v, if u --* v and v popping then v ~ U and 
for all v, w and 7 with IV I ~< 2d'(~), 
R 
if u ~ ~h v and v ~---~h w then for some V, 
(i) (v, V )~ (u, U), 
(ii) w =~ V. 
The relation (v, V) ~a  (u, U) is defined below: 
(v, v )~a (u, u). 
Let W= {W:y ~--po p W and ye  V}. 
(i) u~,~shV, 
(ii) w~Ufora l lw~W.  
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The relation (v, V )~r  (u, U), where 7 is a string of pushdown store 
characters, is defined inductively by the rules: 
(v, V)~;~ (u, U) 
(I), V)~ya (u, U) 
if u~vandV_cU,  
if (v, V)~7 (w, W), (w, W)~a (y, Y), 
and (y, Y)~;~(u, U) for some y, Y, w, and W. 
There are two things to prove: (i) the algorithm is correct, that is, the 
algorithm for u ~ U returns true if and only if there is a surface com- 
putation tree whose root is labeled u and whose leaves have labels con- 
tained in the set U and (ii) the algorithm has the desired complexity, that 
is, the algorithm runs in nondeterministic space bounded by a(n)2 cs(") for 
some c. 
Correctness. We first argue that if there is a surface computation tree 
with root labeled u and leaves with labels contained in U then the 
algorithm for u ~ U returns true. Consider the two statements D(k) and 
T(k): 
D(k): if there is a k-alternation bounded surface computation tree with 
root labeled u and leaf labels contained in U, then the algorithm for u ~ U 
returns true. 
T(k): if (u, U) and (v, V) are such that u ~ush V and for all y ~ V such 
that y ~-~ w there is a k-alternation bounded surface computation tree pop 
with root labeled w and leaf labels contained in U, then the algorithm for 
(v, V) ~a (u, U) returns true. 
We show for all k, D(k), by showing D(1) and for all k, D(k) implies 
T(k) and T(k) implies D(k+l ) .  The fact that D(1) holds follows 
immediately because there are no alternations. The fact that D(k) implies 
T(k) follows immediately from the algorithm for (v, V) ~a (u, U). 
To show T(k) implies D(k + 1) assume T(k) and that O is a (k + 1)- 
alternation bounded surface computation tree with root labeled u and leaf 
labels contained in U. Let us first consider the case when u is existential. 
The tree O has the following structure: There are surface configurations 
Vo, vl ..... Vm, sets of popping surface configurations Vo, V1,..., Vm, and 
pushdown store symbols al, a2,... , a m such that: 
(A) There is a path from the root labeled u to a node labeled with a 
universal surface configuration w; the path passes through nodes labeled 
.--).ai+l VO, V~,...,Vm in such a way that U--"Vm, Vi+~ r,~,s~, vi for O~<i<m, and 
V 0 I'---al t W. 
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(B) There are families, Fo, F1 ..... Fro, of subtrees of O such that: 
(i) Each subtree in an Fi is itself a k-alternation bounded surface 
computation tree, 
(ii) Fo contains one member whose root is labeled w and whose 
leaf labels are contained in Vo, 
(iii) Each member of Fi has leaf labels contained in Vi for 1 ~< i<~m 
and Vm -- U. 
(iv) For each leaf of a member of Fi labeled v there is a surface 
configuration y such that v ~__a,+, pop Y and y is the label of a root 
of a member of Fi+ 1 for 0 ~< i < m. 
Figure 1 illustrates the decomposition of O for a simple case. The nondeter- 
rninistic algorithm for u~U guesses Vo, w, 7=a la2""a , , ,  and Vo. 
Trivially, Vo ~--~lt w and by the hypothesis D(k) the recursive call w =~ V0 
returns true. By the hypothesis T(k) the algorithm for (vi, V i )~ a'+~ 
(v~ + 1, Vi + 1) returns true for 0 ~< i < m. Finally, (Vm, Vm) ~X(u, U). Thus the 
algorithm for u ~ U indeed returns true. 
u 
v2 
I push  a 2 
vl 
I push  a l 
vO 
l a l t  
~3 
FIG. 1. A decomposition of a (k + 1)-alternation bounded surface computation tree with 
root labeled u and leaf labels contained in U. The relationships are vo~---alt w, 
(Vo, Vo)~ '~ (vl, VI), (vl, V1)~ '~ (v2, V2), (v2, V2)~ a (u, U), and w~ V0. 
F 0 
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The case when u is universal is similar except he decomposition of the 
surface computation tree O is different near the root. Instead of a path 
from root labeled u to a single node labeled w there is an initial subtree 7' 
with root labeled u and leaf labels P ~ W where the members of P are pop- 
ping configurations and the members of W are existential surface con- 
figurations. We have P_c U and for each p e P, u --, p. For each leaf of gt 
labeled w e W there are surface configurations Vo, v~ ..... vm, sets of popping 
surface configurations V0, V~,..., V~, and pushdown store symbols 
al, a2 ..... am with the properties (A) and (B). Because u cannot be cyclic 
m ~< 2 as("), a bound on the number of distinct surface configurations. This 
decomposition demonstrates how the algorithm for u =~ U returns true 
when u is universal. 
We do not prove in detail that if the algorithm for u =*, U can return true 
then there exists a surface computation tree with root labeled u and leaf 
labels contained in U. It suffices to say that a computation of the algorithm 
that leads to true yields a surface computation tree which is decomposed 
according to the recursive calls the algorithm makes. The resulting decom- 
position is similar to the one just described. 
Complexity. To see that the algorithm has the desired complexity we 
must clarify its implementation a bit. In the existential case the string 7 is 
not written down in totality. Instead it is guessed one character at a time. A 
current pair (v, V) is remembered and when a new character a is guessed so 
is a pair (y, Y) and the check (v, V )~ ~ (y, Y) is made. Once the check is 
successful then (y, Y) becomes the current pair. The recursion depth of  the 
algorithm is bounded by a(n) and the amount of storage required at each 
level of recursion is roughly bounded by the storage needed to store a set of 
surface configurations, that is, 2 cs("~ storage for some e. In total the storage 
is bounded by the product of the recursion depth and the amount of 
storage needed at one level of the recursion, a(n) 2 ~s("). 
In this 
s( n ) >7 log 
6. THE AUXILIARY PDA HIERARCHY THEOREM 
section we prove the auxiliary PDA hierarchy theorem. If 
n then 
X1-AUX-PDA(s(n))~ -- IJ DTIME(2 cs{")) (Cook, 1971), 
(a) H1-AUX-PDA(s(n)) ] 
(b) H2-AUX-PDA(s(n))= U c°'NTIME(2~t")), 
(c) -rk-AUX-PDA(s(n)) = U NSPACE(2c~(")) if k>/2. 
Part (a) of the theorem follows directly from Cook's work. Part (b) we 
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will reserve for later, so we concentrate now on part (c). The inclusion, 2,'k- 
AUX-PDA(s(n)) c U NSPACE(2c'(")) is immediately implied by the alter- 
nation bounded auxiliary PDA theorem. To demonstrate the reverse 
inclusion it suffices to show that U NSPACE(2cs(")) ---S2-AUX-PDA(s(n)). 
Let M be a nondeterministic Turing machine which is 2c~(n)-space boun- 
ded and let x be an input of length n. The S2-auxiliary PDA which 
simulates M begins by existentially writing a string w on the pushdown 
store. Once the string is written the PDA checks to see if the string 
represents an accepting computation of M on input x. The checking is 
done by universally popping the pushdown store to an arbitrary position in 
the string w and then using the auxiliary storage as a counter, popping the 
pushdown store the length of one configuration of M to verify that the 
string, at least in the position checked, is consistent with being an accepting 
computation. The storage used by the auxiliary pushdown automaton is 
simply the storage required for the counter which must be able to count up 
to 2 Cs(n~. Hence, we have a space bound of s(n). (A construction similar to 
this one, appearing in our previous paper (Ladner, Lipton, and 
Stockmeyer, 1984), shows that a 2c'("~-space bounded alternating Turing 
machine can be simulated by an alternating auxiliary pushdown 
automaton which is s(n)-space bounded.) 
Now we take up the proof of part (b). The proof of the inclusion U co- 
NTIME(2 c'(n)) ~H2-AUX-PDA(s(n)) is a minor variation on the above 
argument. Let M be a nondeterministic Turing machine that is 2c'~")-time 
bounded and let x be an input of length n. A string that represents an 
accepting computation is of length ~<2 a~(") for some d. The H2-auxiliary 
pushdown automaton that simulates M does so by first universally pushing 
a string of length ~<2 d'(n) onto the pushdown store. If the string does not 
represent an accepting computation then the pushdown automaton accepts. 
Checking that the string on the pushdown store does not represent an 
accepting configuration is done by existentially popping the pushdown 
store to an arbitrary position, then using the auxiliary storage as a counter, 
popping the distance of one configuration to see if the string is inconsistent 
with being an accepting computation, at least in the position checked. 
Hence, x is accepted by the PDA if and only if x is not accepted by M. 
The proof of the inclusion ll2-AUX-PDA(s(n)  ~ ~ co-NTIME(U ~")) is 
an adaptation of the universal case in the algorithm for u ~ U. To be 
specific we define an algorithm that can be implemented on an alternating 
Turing machine which only has universal states and is 2~'("~-time bounded 
for some c. Assume that the H2-auxiliary PDA, M, with input x has initial 
surface configuration b which is universal and a unique terminating surface 
configuration f which is existential. We assume further that M while it is in 
a universal state cannot completely empty the pushdown store. The follow- 
ing algorithm decides if x e L(M): 
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x~L(M) 
b is not cyclic and 
for all v, w and 7 with ]7]~< 2ds(n), 
• yR 
if b ~push V and v ~'--,lt w then w ~,opf  
The correctness of this algorithm follows from examination of an 
accepting surface computation tree for a H2-auxiliary PDA. The com- 
plexity can be seen by noticing that the algorithm can be implemented on a 
//1-Turing machine in time 2 cs(") for some c. Checking if b is not cyclic and 
given surface configurations u and v and a pushdown symbol a, checking if 
b/ _.4 a a wsh V or u ~pop v can be done in deterministic time 2 cstn) for some c. 
7. TWO-WAY PUSHDOWN AUTOMATA WITHOUT AUXILIARY STORAGE 
In this section we prove the alternation bounded PDA and the PDA 
hierarchy theorems tated at the end of Section 2. 
If there is no auxiliary storage then the number of surface configurations 
is O(n), where n is the length of the input. The level, push, and pop 
machines can be stored in space O(n2). Using the algorithm for u ~ U it 
can be shown that 
ALT-PDA(a(n)) ~_ NSPACE(a(n) n2). 
We can also obtain a deterministic result better than one that could be 
obtained by simply applying Savitch's theorem to the above result. The 
improvement is that 
ALT-PDA(a(n)) __c DSPACE(a(n) 2/,/2). 
To see this we describe the implementation of the algorithm for u ~ U 
more carefully. First construct the level and push machines in deterministic 
space n 2 and leave them on a tape which will subsequently be read from 
but never written to. The nondeterministic algorithm for u ~ U can run in 
additional space a(n)n using the original input tape and the tape contain- 
ing the level and push machines as input. By Savitch's theorem (Savitch, 
1970) the algorithm for u~ U can be done deterministically in space 
(a(n) n) 2. 
The fact that Z 1- and H1-PDAs can be simulated in polynomial time is 
implicit in Cook's work (Cook, 1971). It follows from the fact that the level 
machine can be constructed in polynomial time by repeating the "closure 
rules," described in Section 4, until the relation--, "closes." 
By an argument like that given in the proof of part (c) of the auxiliary 
PDA hierarchy theorem it is not difficult to show that 
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NSPACE(n)___S2-PDA. By part (ii) of the alternation bounded PDA 
theorem, Zk-PDA ___ DSPACE(n 2) for k~>2. Thus we have 
NSPACE(n) ___ Sk-PDA ~ DSPACE(n 2) for k ~> 2. 
We are finally left to prove part (b) of the PDA hierarchy theorem, 
co-NTIME(n) ~_//2-PDA ~ co-NTIME(n p) for some p, 
The algorithm at the end of Section 6 can be used to show that//2-PDA ~_ 
co-NTIME(n p) for some p. The argument to show that co-NTIME(n) 
//2-PDA requires ome new ideas. Let M be a k-tape nondeterministic Tur- 
ing machine that runs in time cn. By a result of Book and Greibach (1970), 
we can assume that M actually runs in time exactly n + 1, scanning the 
input from left to right at a rate of one input character per move. Our goal 
is to construct a //~-PDA, N, that accepts just the inputs that M doesn't 
accept. Define a step to be a (3k+ 1)-tuple, (q, al, bl, d~ ..... ak, bk, dk), 
where, if M is in state q reading a~ ,..., ak, respectively, on its k tapes, then 
M writes b~,..., bk, respectively, on the k tapes and moves its k heads in 
directions dl,..., dk), respectively (die (R, L}). Let x be an input of length 
n. The machine N initially universally pushes onto its pushdown store a 
sequence w of n + 1 steps. The sequence w may or may not represent an 
accepting computation of M on input x. The machine N, existentially tries 
to "prove" that w does not represent an accepting computation of M. If it 
finds such a proof it accepts. Thus, N accepts x if and only if M does not 
accept x. 
To find a proof, N existentially pops the pushdown store to an arbitrary 
point. At that point it, remembers the top step, (q, a~, b~, dl,..., ak, bk, dk), 
of the pushdown store. It then existentially chooses a tape i to cheek. If 
i=  1, that is, if the input tape it chosen, then it pops the remainder of the 
stack, at the same time moving its input head to the right. A proof is found 
if a~ is not the current symbol under the input head. If i ~ 1 then N pops 
the stack, trying to find the last step when the ith head was in the same 
position (if at all). To do this, N uses its input head as a counter, which is 
driven by the (3i + 1)th component ( he component representing the direc- 
tion of the ith head) of each step that is popped. If it finds the last step, 
(q', a'~, b'a, d'l ..... a'k, b'k, d'k), then it finds a proof if b~ ~ ai. That is, the last 
symbol supposedly written in the cell in question on tape i does not match 
the one that was supposedly read. If there is no last step then there is a 
proof if a i is not the blank symbol. 
643/62/2/3-2 
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